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Abstract

We developed a program that determines whether or not a query sequence is included

in a database within a permitted matching error rate. It consists of two steps: bit-table

�ltration and dynamic programming matching. The bit table �ltration quickly excludes

many sequences that have no relation to the query sequence and identi�es the sequences

without missing that match the query sequence within the given error rate. The application

of this program to large-scale human cDNA grouping showed that it took only one tenth

the time required by FASTA for grouping all human cDNA.

1 Introduction

The need for rapid searching for identical DNA sequences allowing for a certain sequencing

error rate, is increasing as DNA sequencing projects increase in scale. We show two examples

in which rapid identity searching is important. First, the identity searching in GenBank that

determines whether or not the query sequence is included in the database is the most basic

procedure when new sequences are determined. Second, the assembling problem, especially

EST assembling requires the rapid comparing between every pair of sequences to �nd correct

overlaps. The rapid identity searching is also necessary for this purpose. Conventional tools

for DNA similarity searching, Smith Waterman(S-W) method [1], FASTA [2], BLAST [3], are

optimized for homology searching, and not for the identity searching. The speed and the

searching conditions therefore is not enough or not appropriate using these conventional tools

for identity searching. So, the target of our study is to develop a tool for rapid identity searching

allowing several percentages of error rate, which can be applicable for these applications.
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2 Methods

It consists of two steps: �ltration and dynamic programming matching. An algorithm using a

bit table of the k-tuples in the database sequences is introduced for the �ltering. The bit table

of the k-tuples has the information of whether or not each k-tuple is included in each database

sequence. Given- length sub-sequences in the query sequence are compared with the bit table

to calculate the score for each database sequence. The way of picking up sub-sequences can be

chosen adequately depending on the applications. The score is obtained by counting the number

of k-tuples commonly included in both the sub-sequence and each database sequence. The

database sequences that have scores greater than a threshold value are sent to DP matching.

The threshold values are de�ned as the minimum hit k-tuple numbers with a given allowed

error rate. By this de�nition, the searching of sequences within a permitted error rate can be

performed without missing. The bit table search therefore quickly excludes many sequences

that have no relation to the query sequence and identi�es the sequences without missing that

match the query sequence within the given error rate.

3 Results and Discussion

We implemented the algorithm on SPARC station 10. In the �rst application to GenBank

identity searching, we picked up 45 base sub-sequences at every certain distance D in a query

to deal with partial overlapping of sequences. Using optimized parameters, size of k-tuple=9

and D=9, we could search the sequences within 8 percent error rate in the Primate devision

in GenBank in 2.5 seconds, which is one-tenth the time obtained using FASTA. Second, this

program was applied to large-scale cDNA assembling. Human cDNA sequences in the dbEST

in GenBank were grouped by searching the EST sequences with taking every sequence as a

query. We picked up 45 base sub-sequences at both ends in a query. It took 10 hours to group

�fteen thousand sequences. This is one-tenth the time required by FASTA. Furthermore, all

group members were identi�ed, unlike BLAST that tends to miss group members.
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